TheSuggestionPlace

THE SUGGESTION PLACE
IN 6 STEPS

1 Request

2 Respond

3 Assess

What is it?

Feedback

The Suggestion Place is an online application that
allows you to harness the full potential of suggestions
from all areas within your organisation. All types of
suggestions can be produced from cost saving and
revenue generating through to employee engagement
and customer satisfaction. Once captured suggestions
are able to be reviewed utilising principles from some of
the worlds ‘best practice’ improvement frameworks.
Once a suggestion passes the review process it is then
approved, implemented and tracked providing a true
picture of its success.

The Suggestion Place provides a framework for
organisations to track the lifecycle of all suggestions.
Each suggestion goes through a review process and has
feedback provided regardless of whether it is
implemented or not.
The feedback to all suggestions is critical to the ‘buy in’ of
stakeholders and the overall success of the program.

Measure Success
The Suggestion Place provides you with the tools you
need to not only obtain great suggestions, but more
importantly help you review and implement them.
This will allow you to track both short and long term
success for each implemented suggestion.

Collaboration
Generate suggestion topics for discussion amongst your
team. Allow cross department/location input to ensure
the best possible outcomes.
The Suggestion Place can help your organisation unite
even if your people are worlds apart, by enabling initiatives that are in one location today to easily become
standard procedure throughout all locations tomorrow.
The possibilities are endless.

4 Approve

5 Implement

6 Track

People Powered Innovation
The Suggestion Place allows you to address all or a select group of your workforce to request all types of
suggestions for targeted improvements or whole company objectives. Once captured the best practice
workflow engine enables you to assess the viability of these suggestions and ranks them in order of
preference against pre-set criteria, to ensure that they are aligned with corporate objectives and goals.

People are the key to success for organisations. The Suggestion Place will ensure
all stakeholders have a voice and their voice is heard.
Set a Challenge for your workforce to provide a suggestion that will guarantee reductions in cost or increases
in revenue for your organisation and recognise their achievement.
Open up the lines of communication within your company like never before by providing a readily accessible
channel for people to make suggestions, whilst enabling your evaluation team to provide fast effective
feedback, ensuring that everyone is engaged and active.
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